
RBM Noor comes in innumerable models, materials 
and colours. Scan the QR code and see RBM Noor  
at the RBM website. www.rbmfurniture.com
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Chairs that communicate, chairs with character
RBM Noor can contribute to any expression and  
impression – playful, cosy, creative, avant-garde,  
sophisticated, formal, executive … Designed to  
enhance your everyday relations, to vitalise any  
environment – conference rooms, canteens,  
auditoriums, reception areas, schools, libraries,  
small offices and home offices, your spaces…

Designed for love at first sight 
RBM Noor is a vivid collection of 
comfortable chairs that creates  
good feelings by touch, seeing  
and sensing. Smooth surfaces with 
dynamic material combinations.  
A genially simple, light and happy 
design expression. Enhancing the 
ambition of a room, creating the 
right vibrations, encouraging activi-
ties taking place, enlivening people 
and minds.  
Making it easy to be together.

RBM Noor is a contemporary classic that marks a new beginning in  
vitalising spaces and relations. A collection of canteen and conference 
chairs adding vitality to working spaces and sociable places.

Meet a wide range of colourful chairs easily combinable with every  
purpose, room or environment. A collection with a Scandinavian  
identity and environmental thinking. A result of an innovative  
design collaboration between the designers: Form Us With Love, 
StokkeAustad, Susanne Grønlund/Grønlund Design and Scandinavian 
Business Seating design team.

www.rbmfurniture.com

Meet RBM Noor 
A genially simple,  
light and happy chair

Always with sustainability in mind
A low carbon footprint makes RBM Noor a sustainable 
choice. It is resource efficient, using low-impact materials 
as recycled aluminium, polypropylene and partly recycled 
steel. New transparent powder paints replaces chrome as 
surface treatment. The chair uses no glue, is designed for 
easy disassembly and recycling, and is designed to meet 
the strictest of indoor climate requirements. 

True Scandinavian quality and functionality
Slim, lightweight, easy to handle, arrange, stack, store 
and clean. RBM Noor is designed for your convenience 
and pleasure. Its great quality features and high standard 
of ergonomics creates a comfortable sitting experience.  
An 8 mm seat shell and organic 3D shape ensures soft 
and user-friendly surfaces, optimal contact and support 
for your body.

A combinable and colourful collection
You choose which model, materials and  
colours. Polypropelene seats come in five 
colours, 3D veneer seats in oak, beech or dark-
stained ash. Upholstery is always an option. 
The tubular- and sledge bases can be delivered 
in a number of paint colours and surfaces.  

 
As can armrests. Wooden legs come in oiled 
and dark-stained oak, aluminium footbase in 
black, polished or white. RBM Noor has a model 
for every intention and interaction.


